
Personal Branding



An Example;
Jenny Baker



Has an 
incredibly 
strong 
message; 
while easily 
expressing her 
personality 
visually on her 
website to aid 
her message.

http://www.jennyblake.me/





Identity and Personality

<-- Old one

Identity (within) 

-dynamic
-expressive
-creative; not rooted in tradition and 
willing to do unorthodox and modern 
ideas 
- modern
-pays respect to tradition but politely 
break the rules
- playful

excitement, sincerity, and 
sophisticated.

Vision Statement
 
To show that inginuity can also 
be fun. Taking things seriously 
while still having fun with it. If 
funnest of activities turn into a 
process,requirement gets boring.

By being open to new ideas, it keeps 
this brand in the quo (“staying hip”) 
yet always staying true to the overall 
style.

General balance of keeping up to what 
is going on in the design, while still 
sticking to the usual roots of what 
makes it me. 

Being different in a likable way; as 
people can feel uncomfortable with 
change.



SO MUCH.



LIKE, WAY TOO MUCH
(could’ve been worse)



Process

Linear

Final 

-dynamic
-expressive
-creative; not rooted in tradition and willing to do un-
orthodox and modern ideas 
- modern
-pays respect to tradition but politely break the rules
- playful

Its round shape represents over all 
being well-balanced and is very ac-
cessible. This can be used amongst 
many medias (stamps, enamel pins, 
stickers)



Target Audience
-Typically teens to adults (14-28 or so)
 - interest in games, entertainment and    
 hobbies.

- Some of my work however is bought 
particularly by older people (e.g pet portraits)

- To my target audience it’s not often that 
they see people who do work other than 
illustrations, so providing this flexibility 
creates a more intriguing look from everyone 
else.



https://monutsu.wixsite.com/portfolio





(A cool opportunity for everyone)







Tag Management 
#

photgraphy  - illusration - digitalart - fanart - original

commission - monutsu  - (brand name)logo - copic  - ink

落書き	



SWOT Analysis



Weaknesses
The difference between creating what I enjoy, versus creating what others want 
for the sake of pleasing them.

- Uncomfortable with unfamiliar territory; time is needed to adjust often
- Standards can be set too high which leaves a gap; resulting in lack of capability 
or motivation to do it. 
- From a posting stand point; not posting consistently (random hiatus’) Lack of 
consistency.
- Not the greatest speaker when it comes to information/describing clearly.
- better use of typography and photography.

Strengths
- Works very efficiently when there’s momentum 
(personal endearments lead to far better quality)
- High standards for quality
- Well organized when received a task.
- Very bubbly personality
- Can speak with a loud and clear voice



Opportunities
Young, open to new ideas and exploration

Trends I’m aware of
 - The growing eSports company and community; smaller expanding     
 organizations.
 - Entertainment culture (shows and games, animation) 

Aware of the ever growing advancements of technology from a business 
standpoint;new payment methods and social media sites online.

Threats
- advancement in technology
- aspiring young artists; being introduced and taught fundamentals at a younger 
age
-



Feedback?
https://goo.gl/forms/QxX-

F5QsEuYeM0kKo2
OR 

Check the facebook group!

Any Questions?


